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Reasons for Joining a Lab

Learning something, however tiny, that 

no one ever knew before! 

Having a mentor

“Mentor, a trusted counselor or 

teacher.”

My Princeton mentor sent me to MIT!



What I do at Harvard

The Problem

Many students who enter college indicating a 

intention to major in science fail to do so.

Students from disadvantaged backgrounds are at 

highest risk for dropping out of science.

Why

Large and impersonal entry level science courses.

Disconnect between learning science and doing 

science.



1. Increasing Diversity in Science

2. Creating cross-disciplinary project 

laboratories

3. Activity- based learning in large 

courses



IDEAS

Increasing Diversity and Educational Access to 

Science

Aimed at entering students with a strong 

interest in science who come from 

disadvantaged backgrounds.

I scour the freshman class to find such 

students! 



Principal features

The key feature is to engage students beginning 

in their first year in a long-term, inquiry-based 

project with a Professor. 

Students are paid for doing research during the 

term and full time over the summer in lieu of 

conventional jobs.

A community is created in which upper 

classmen help mentor entering students. 



•58 current and past students: 22 are African 

American, 11 are Hispanic, 2 are from rural 

school systems, 13 are from economically 

disadvantaged backgrounds, and 9 are from 

developing countries.

•Among the 30 alumni, 29 remained science 

majors and all remained in research.

• Among alumni, 2 are in MD/PhD programs, 

16 in or are applying to MD or DMD programs, 

10 are either in graduate school in a STEM 

field or applying. 



Darren 

Higgins

Endicott House



Shola in residency at Columbia

Sawalla at Harvard Med

Egle doing PhD at Stanford

Vera doing PhD at Penn

David in Media Lab at MITDiana Stanford  Med

Tobi Harvard Med



David Sengeh 
Biomechatronics Group

Media Lab
Ying Qi “Shirleen” Soh

David Page’s Group

http://globalchallenge.mit.edu/teams/view/192

http://globalchallenge.mit.edu/teams/view/192


Senior Tomi presenting research on pancreatic 

mesenchyme done with Doug Melton



Sam presenting on fungal diversity research 

with Anne Pringle 



Sam will be going to graduate school at 

Michigan State in Plant Biology!



Michael: “I want to prove theorems. I want to discover 

something new and make a contribution to 

mathematics….”



Rediet came to 

Harvard from Ethiopia 

with a love for 

mathematics.  She will 

study “algebraic 

combinatorics” with 

Richard Stanley of MIT. 



Seeding IDEAS!  

Cherish JessicaRob





Undergraduate Research Laboratories in Science & Engineering



Multiple disciplines in the same facility
organic chemistry, bioengineering, stem cells, molecular biology , 

neurobiology



The cheese project, Spring 2010

Sample collection 
(and tasting)
at Formaggio 

Kitchen

Exploring the microbial diversity in cheese

Culturing 
microbes 
in the lab

Extraction of 
community DNA

PCR and clone 
library 

construction

Extraction of DNA 
from isolates

Sequence-based 
identification of 

microbial species



Z-stack from bottom to top of zebra fish brain after laser activation of a neuron

2-photon_1.mov
2-photon_1.mov
2-photon_1.mov


Two other projects!

Life before proteins: copying genetic 

information without enzymes

Students determined reaction rates for non-

enzymatic polymerization of RNA. 

Identification of the DNA target sequence 

recognized by the neuronal protein, THAP5

Students used SELEX to determine the DNA-

binding site for a regulatory protein implicated in 

neurological movement disorder (dystonia). 



Teaching Molecular Biology 

(MCB52)

How do we introduce “ownership” 

and “discovery” into large laboratory 

courses?

How do we actively engage 

students in large lectures? 



Bacterial Two-Hybrid with p53

• Students get their own hits, send samples for 
sequencing, and BLAST the results to identify 
their hits.

• Teams of students pick the best hits, clone genes 
into a vector for IPTG-induced expression, check 
for expression by western blot, and then perform 
EMSAs.



Students’ Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assays

Unbound DNA

p53-bound DNA

- - +    IPTG

+    - +    p53



A Sampling of the Exciting Results!

• 108 unique hits

• 9 hits appeared two or more times

• 2 known interactors

• Several hits with similarity to known 

interactors

• Many with connections to cancer

• Multiple hits with little known 

information



MCB52 students in action



Discussing two-hybrid on the white board



Stunts!

Crab claw model for RNA polymerase

A, P and E sites on the ribosome

crabclaw.mov
interactive_demo_MCB52.mov




Science and teaching go hand-in-hand

I am a better teacher for being a 

scientist. 

But I am also a better scientist for 

being a teacher. 


